Fognigma:
Securing the Future of
Communications
Introduction

Communication is a collaborative act which is essential for any organization's
success. Sensitive information, however, must be available only to the intended
parties. Data theft and exploitation are daily threats. Now, more than ever,
agencies need to understand this danger and protect their assets more
completely. In fact, according to the 2018 Cyberthreat Defense Report, almost
50% of organizations have experienced 1-5 cyberattacks in the last 12 months a percentage up over 7% from 2017.
Your organization is important, your data is important, and your users are
important. Safeguard them with the patented protection of Fognigma.
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Abstract

The Fognigma enterprise software solution gives
you the power to create encrypted, cloaked Mission
Partner Networks (MPNs), allowing total protection
and anonymity of communications. With
Fognigma's patented technology, you can
communicate simply and securely with your team
without any worry of leaks, hacks, or detection.
Each MPN is a software-defined network created
using a set of virtual components which work
together even though they may be spread out
across multiple commercial and/or private clouds.
No one can tell if or where your network exists,
because it exists, in parts, in many places at once.
Fognigma turns you into a communications ninja strong, undetectable, and able to vanish in an
instant.
Let us explore Fognigma further to showcase what makes it so unique and valuable for secure
communications and collaboration.
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Fognigma
n. /fȯg-'nig-mǝ/ Secure, traceless
communication and collaboration
through disposable cloud networks
built over a public infrastructure.

Secure and Traceless

A Fognigma Mission Partner Network (MPN) is a collection of
strategically generated virtual machines which exist across multiple
cloud providers yet work together as one network. This provides for an
invisible network, protected at every connection with two layers of AES256 encryption, which is also FIPS 140-2 validated.

Communication and Collaboration

MPNs feature a variety of components which can be deployed when
needed: telephony, video/voice conferencing, virtual desktops (VDIs), file
share, and chat messaging. Users granted access to the MPN can use
these tools in a protected collaboration space.
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Disposable Cloud
Networks

MPNs can be built quickly and destroyed even
faster. Once destroyed, the MPN leaves no
forensic footprint. The virtual machines used to
build it are wiped and returned to the cloud to be
overwritten by something else, it's as though the
MPN never existed.

Over a Public
Infrastructure

Fognigma MPNs are built over public cloud accounts
(Amazon, Azure, Google, Rackspace, IBM Cloud,
Digital Ocean, CloudSigma, and Vultr) and/or
connected to OpenStack networks. MPNs exist within the global traffic of the internet and
essentially disappear amongst the chatter of billions . Users connect to the MPN using their own
device and whatever available internet access (cellullar, Wi-FI, LAN, etc.)

Common Communication
Security Problems
While 83% of IT professionals said they store
sensitive data in the public cloud, only 69%
said they trust the public cloud to keep their
data secure.
Public clouds are worrisome because they are, well, public. But cloud
applications and storage, like Slack or Dropbox, are too versatile a tool to
let go unused. Everything is sped up by having a central and easy-to-access
space for your documents and data. Communication is quicker,
collaboration is more productive, and you don't run the security risk of
documents existing on multiple machines, and in multiple versions,
simultaneously. But, you also don't want your private documents to be
vulnerable and turn into public ones if a bad actor compromises your cloud
storage provider. The cloud tool, then, is as dangerous as it is useful.
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Agencies and organizations
must communicate to be
effective, whether in the
office or in the field, and
these communications
need to be protected for
mission success. Keeping
communications and
collaboration spaces secure
can be quite difficult.
Communication tools need
to be encrypted and
adaptable, yet simple for
users to access. Users need to be able to share documents, talk on phones, video chat, send
messages, utilize virtual desktops (VDI), and more - all while being in a secure environment. Keeping
these tools functional and easy-to-use, yet still protected, is very challenging. Each tool normally
requires its own controlled access, permissions, and monitoring. Adding new tools later
complicates security even more.
Historically, the nefarious actors who attack and attempt to exploit your communications hide in
the (virtual) dark where they are hard to locate. The true path to communications/network security
is being even harder to locate than those hiding in the shadows . In fact, the true path is not being
able to be located at all. You need a dense layer of fog, one that obscures everything and makes
you invisible to any external threats. You need Fognigma.

Mission Partner Network Overview
Fognigma gives you the power to create Mission Partner Networks (MPNs). MPNs center on the core
principle that working together in a protected environment is vital for organizational or mission
success.

Being able to share data across boundaries
is incredibly important in fighting
cybercrime and other crime - Amber Rudd,
UK home secretary
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Whether it is working together in just your department, with other departments, with other
organizations or agencies, or even with sources or informants, secure and traceless
communications are critically important. It's not just one type of communication either - you need
options. Fognigma provides you with those options, all in an invisible space able to be securely
accessed from almost anywhere in the world and on any device.

When an MPN is built, virtual machines are leased from various cloud providers all over the world.
Through a patented process, Fognigma unites them together into one network. Each connection is
wrapped in two layers of AES-256 encryption (the breaking of which is statistically impossible).
Fognigma-created networks are also FIPS 140-2 validated.
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Attached to the MPN are all the
Coalition Partner
UK
communication and collaboration
Telephony
components you need: telephony, video
Video
Entry Point
Virtual
Conferencing
Exit Point
conferencing, file share, messaging,
London
Workstation
Virginia
virtual desktops (VDIs), and more. Users
Entry Point
enter the MPN by going through an Entry
New York
HUB
Point set up by your network admin
Dissociating
Dissociating
Joint
Joint
during MPN creation. These Entry Points
HQ Personnel
USA
Exit Point
can be created, just like any component,
California
Entry Point
Messaging
Push-to-Talk
in any data center on any cloud provider
Hong Kong
Voice
connected to the Fognigma software
File Sharing
engine. Once a user has entered the
MPN, they can access the communication
HQ Personnel
and collaboration components. They
Middle East
might also pass through Disassociating
Joints (0-3, depending upon how the network is setup) adding even more obfuscation to their IP
address, location, etc. And then they travel back out to the Internet through an Exit Point. This Exit
Point can also be anywhere in the world. That's just a basic overview of how MPNs are constructed.
Now, let's explore the components inside.

Common Communication
and Collaboration Components
Inside your Fognigma MPN, you have a variety of
communication and collaboration components
available. These components are not automatically
generated on every MPN, but rather can be turned
on/off as needed, which ensures your MPN is
exactly as your organization or mission requires.

Traceless Telephony
Using VOIP telephony technology, your calls and texts going through Fognigma are completely
encrypted and secure. Use Fognigma's telephony to create phone extensions and/or call chains.
Keep in mind, each of these features is on a global scale - that is, if you need an office to appear in
Spain, you can build a group of phone numbers in a cloud center in Spain. For even more
obfuscation, you're able to route calls and texts through misattributable chains of phone
numbers. This prevents the end number from knowing the originating number by passing all calls
through two intermediary numbers.
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Call chains are a great tool when
dealing with untrusted assets or
trusted team members in untrusted
environments.
(numbers can be rerouted at any
moment to prevent back traces).
Everything is made to work as
simply and quickly as possible, so
you can spend your time
communicating and not prepping to
communicate.

Protected Chat
Messaging

Chat messaging is quickly becoming the new primary method organizations communicate,
replacing email for a variety of reasons. First, whether it's a message to one team member, a whole
team, or your entire organization, you can disseminate the information quickly using chat. In a chat
window, you can easily attach small files or photos. Messaging is easily ported to all devices,
desktop and mobile. But the most important reason chat is supplanting email as an organization's
main communication device is it removes the external threat of phishing and pretexting. That's a lot
of danger to remove. According to Verizon's 2018 Data Breach Investigation Report, phishing and
pretexting accounted for 93% of all data breaches, with email as the most common attack vector
(96%). Since all chats stay in the protective space of Fognigma, the threat of an outside
phishing/pretexting attack is now 0%.

53% of companies have been hit
with phishing attacks in the last
year. Remove the risk of
phishing attacks with Fognigmasecured chat messaging.
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File Share
Chat messaging is great for sharing small files, but
when you need to share large files, a dedicated file
share is required. File Shares are the safe way to
store company policies, intellectual property,
communication logs, field manuals, and any other
important files. Uploading is as fast and easy as
dragging and dropping files - and downloading is
just a quick click. Granular user controls let admins
set which users have access to which folders and
files, so no one has access to anything they
shoudn't. File Shares can be built anywhere they
are needed and are an excellent repository for
remote data collection (e.g. collecting data in one
country, but saving it in another for data
protection should the collection devices be
searched).

Secure Video Conferencing
When words or files aren‘t enough for your collaboration, you can
always rely on face-to-face conversations with end-to-end encrypted
video conferencing. Video conferencing can be between trusted and/or
untrusted parties without risking the security of anyone in the group.
Custom URLs can be created for ease of use and to obfuscate the
participants true locations (especially useful for communicating with an
untrusted party). Participants can share screens, if needed, as well as
chat during the conference. Secure video conferencing is a perfect way
for team building exercises, training remotely, mission briefing, and
more.

Fognigma ensures your communication and
collaboration stay only your communication
and collaboration
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Sandboxed Virtual
Desktops (VDIs)
VDIs provide single-access, disposable
desktop environments which can host
many of Fognigma‘s encrypted and
traceless collaboration components. These
virtual desktops are preloaded with open
source applications and can also be
customized with specific apps as individual
organizations require. Because VDIs can be
spun up anywhere in the world, they can
also act as anonymized entry points onto a
Fognigma network. Yes, that's right: you can
access your MPN from a computer that
doesn't really exist, which adds even more
obfuscation to your location, traffic, intent,
etc. With a Fognigma VDI, you could, for
example, be based in Washington, DC, and
browse the Internet from Singapore. Then, when you are done using it, burn down your VDI,
removing all traces it ever existed.
Not content to be like other virtual desktops, Fognigma VDIs have several unique features including
the ability to transfer data from USB drives directly into VDI environments - completely bypassing
the host computer. Also, audio transmitted through a VDI is filtered through a proxy to ensure no
IP leaks. Another Fognigma VDI superpower is the ability to have a specially-created folder on a VDI
which accesses to a central server and allows the sharing of files between multiple VDI instances.
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Additional Fognigma
Solutions
We've already discussed how Fognigma can create
an encrypted and invisible space for your
communications and collaboration. There are
other Fognigma features which also need to be
highlighted.

Fognigma Obfuscates
Network Traffic
Going through an MPN to access the Internet is like dancing across
a spider web of disassociation. At each step (from the Entry Point through any Disassociating Joints
to the Exit Point), your IP address is being hidden. When you finally emerge to the Internet, you are
not where you seem to be - that is, all of your Internet traffic (IP, location, etc.) will appear to
emanate from your Exit Point. So, if you're working in Northern Virginia, but your Exit Point is in
San Paolo, then anyone trying to view your Internet traffic will think you are at a computer in San
Paolo. Since the components of an MPN only know of their immediate neighbors, it is next to
impossible for malicious third parties to track you back to your actual location. Everyone in your
organization is similarly disassociated through their MPN trip, but you are all
also disassociated from each other. That's right: no one will be able to tell
your organization actually is an organization. Just like the components of an
MPN, your agency will appear to be random users floating randomly in the
random sea of the public Internet.

Portal Proxies Add Even More
Obfuscation
Portal Proxies give you the power to create custom URLs for any component
of your MPN, be it an Entry Point, Exit Point, or one of your communication
tools. This allows even more obfuscation of a user's actual location and
intent. Plus, if everyone in a company has unique URLs, each user is
disassociated from every other user - an invaluable factor when you are
working across agencies, locals, or with untrusted parties. Couple this with
Fognigma's natural disassociation, and you can see how easy it is to
disappear.
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Security incidents as a result of
inadvertent insider actions are on the
rise.

Fognigma Simplifies Identity
& Access Management
Identity and Access Management (IAM) is very important
for any organization's network security program. Basically,
IAM is the process of precisely defining an employee's job
(Identity), while at the same time restricting their acess to
only the files, folders, components, etc., needed to
complete their job. Without a good IAM plan in place, users
are normally given too much access to company resources,
which increases the risk of insider threats (either deliberate
or inadvertent). Fognigma makes IAM so much easier with
the use of groups. Each group has access to specific features, folders, files, etc., and each user is
put into only those groups needed. Admins can adjust which users are in which groups with a
few mouse clicks, either removing or adding permissions. Plus, if you already have your users in
Active Directory, you can quickly import them into the Fognigma console and then assign
permissions. Fognigma makes IAM easier than ever.

Fognigma is On Only When
You Need It

Having physical servers can be a very good thing for your
organization. However, if you are only using your network 60%
of the time, you are wasting 40% of the cost to run the
network. Fognigma networks and/or components can be
scheduled to automatically create and destroy themselves.
This means you are conserving your resources, not to mention
the personnel needed to be on call for constant oversight. But
this isn't just for convenience, it also adds a massive level of
security. Imagine if a user in a contested area needs a single
hour's access to an encrypted fileshare each day. If it is only
active for that one hour, then that's 23 hours it can't be
discovered at all by third parties. And if it could be discovered
in that one active hour (which it can't), it would disappear and
not be in the same place at all the next time it was active.
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Mission Partner Networks
are globally accessible
from any device
In today's very digital and connected climate, work
needs to be able to be accessed anywhere.
According to a 2017 University of Phoenix survey,
51% of vacationers think their computers are just as
secure on vacation as they are at home. This
misconception is very alarming, and, if even partially
shared by your employees, potentially catastrophic
for your organization. Sadly, human nature
sometimes seeks out the easy way, even if it involves more risk. Good thing Fognigma MPNs are
accessible almost anywhere in the world and from any mobile or desktop device with a range of
client applications (Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS and Andoid) and hardware solutions .

Approximately 496 million Iot devices are
vulnerable to hacking, according to Armis.

Secure Your Internet of Things (IoT)
Devices

The IoT revolution is upon us. Things are coming at us at an alarming rate;
things that want to connect to our networks and help us listen to music or
monitor our humidity or any other number of helpful tasks. But many times,
IoT devices are forgotten when it comes to network security - just as printers
are often installed and ignored so long as they do their job. But each device
added insecurely to your network is a potential door through which
intruders can enter. Fognigma absorbs printers and IoT devices into its
invisible cloud of encrypted protection, making all your possible threat
points disappear.
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Fognigma
Implementations
Fognigma exists as a tool to help your
organization, mission, or agency succeed. You are
given the power to build your MPN as you see fit,
add to it or subtract from it as needed, and
destroy it and replace it when desired. You own it
and you run it - without any third-party access or
involvement. And because you know your systems
best, Fognigma has three ways it can be
implemented.

Install Fognigma into
hardware in your data
center

We call this the On-Premise installation and it is quite simple. The Fognigma engine is deployed on
your server room. Some organizations require physical custody of all network components; some
organizations just like having physical control over all network components. If physical control is
what you seek, the on-premise implementation of Fognigma is right for you.

Fognigma gives you control over your own
secure communications and collaboration
without the cause of most data breaches:
third-party interference.

Run Fognigma in the Cloud
Since Fognigma is all about creating networks which are cloud-based,
you can choose to have the engine running straight from the cloud. It's
still completely under your control, just like an On-Premise installation.
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Why would this be beneficial? For those organizations
running just a Fognigma network (without any other
network) this is a major cost savings in equipment and
network monitoring - just like turning your MPN off when
no one is using it.

Fognigma protects your
already existent network
If your organization already has a network in place, and
has for some time, introducing new hardware into the
mix isn't always ideal and you can't just go fully cloudbased since you need your legacy systems for your
agency to perform at peak proficiency. This is when a
Hybrid-Cloud implementation is ideal. Essentially, this
implementation allows you to have physical control of
the systems you desire, while also giving you the power
of a Fognigma cloud infrastructure. It's the perfect
marriage of your old systems with the leading-edge
technology of Fognigma

Multiple Options to Connect
to Fognigma
Users can connect to MPNs using a few different
hardware devices. A Wicket is used for a single
computer, desk phone, or IoT devices. Wickets are small
and portable pieces of hardware that direct all traffic
onto a single Mission Partner Network (MPN). Wicket
programming can also be embedded into other devices
for even more connectivity options.
Gateways are more permanent versions of Wickets,
installed at the edge of your network, and allow your
entire facility access to your MPN. Gateways also allow
access across multiple MPNs to support and
communicate with different groups.
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Users can also connect to Fognigma through
a few non-hardware options. The Fognigma
software client is an easy way to access your
MPN using almost any device. It runs on all
desktop and mobile devices and all major
operating systems (Windows, macOS, Linux,
iOS, and Android). You can also use Portal
Proxies to generate unique, disposable web
addresses for your users to access your
MPN. And, as previously mentioned, VDIs can
also be configured as disposable single-use
MPN entry points.
.
Fognigma
enterprise software gives you the power to adapt every feature of it, down to the
implementation and connection. Fognigma only cares about protecting your network, your users,
your data, and your communications, and can be implemented however works best for your
organization.

Fognigma is FIPS 140-2 validated
Fognigma networks have always been wrapped in cascading AES-256 encryption using OpenSSL as
an encryption library for both layers. But now, Fognigma has even more security by using two
different encryption libraries (wolfSSL/OpenSSL), running two different ciphers (ChaCha20/AES-256GCM) and using two different security protocols (TLS1.3/TLS1.2).
By using two different encryption libraries, Fognigma is up to date with the very latest standard in
secure communications and can ensure data is secure even in the event of a zero-day compromise
of an entire library or cipher algorithm.
Fognigma is FIPS 140-2 validated. Not content to use FIPS compliant modules as some other
products do, Fognigma has been independently tested and certified as FIPS 140-2 validated.
Fognigma is constantly evolving to bring you the most secure product on the market.
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Conclusions

Fognigma protects your network, data,
communications, IoT, and users better than
any other product on the market. Its
patented, time-tested design structure
ensures an encrypted and invisible place for
agencies to communicate and collaborate
with their team, with other agencies, and
with third parties (both trusted and
untrusted) without fear of compromise.
Fognigma stands on its own as a suite of
powerful communication components
(traceless telephony, encrypted VDI, etc.) and unparalleled networking protection. Plus, it can
combine its internal tools with resources you already own, and personnel you already employ.
Since Fognigma is enterprise software, your organization is fully in control of your own networks
(no third-party intervention or oversight is required).
Fognigma: Secure. Invisible. Adaptable. Anywhere.

About Dexter Edward

Dexter Edward LLC is the premier integrator of secure, encrypted, and traceless communications and
collaboration systems. We provide commercially available products ready for immediate
implementation. Our solutions allow organizations to create invisible network spaces for multilateral,
inter-agency cooperation without the risk of intrusion by external forces; provide an encrypted
means to obfuscate Internet traffic and misattribute the connectivity of users; and safeguard
communications, intellectual property, users, and other organizational assets. These solutions are
ready to assist agencies (within the Department of Defense, Intelligence Community, Law
Enforcement, and other organizations) to achieve mission success.
We believe in innovation. We invest more of our revenue back into research and development than
most other companies across the globe - almost triple the average percentage of the top ten largest
“global innovators” in the software space. Dexter Edward is in the top ten of income to R&D spending
ratios among US software companies and in the top twenty among worldwide software companies.
In fact, over 33% of Dexter Edward’s revenue is reinvested and spent on R&D.
We are committed to providing organizations the enterprise software solutions they need to protect
their communications, users, and data. This is what drives our business. Dexter Edward's founders,
investors, and employees are all American citizens and have a combined experience of over 150
years in cybersecurity and network development.
*Compared to data from the PwC 2017 Global Innovation 1000 Study
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WWW.DEXTEREDWARD.COM

CONTACT US
Dexter Edward, LLC
Web: www.dexteredward.com
13873 Park Center Road, Ste. 304
Herndon, VA 20171
DUNS: 09416259
CAGE Code: 75E29

FIPS 1402 Inside
TM: A Certification Mark of NIST, which does not imply
product endorsement by NIST, the U.S. or Canadian
Governments.

